Qui Tam Tension: The Appropriate Standard of Review in Government-Requested FCA Dismissals

Kathryn E. Garza*

Qui tam actions brought under the False Claims Act present numerous questions of how to balance the interests of the government and the whistleblower—also called a relator—in accordance with our laws and the Constitution. The unique relationship between the whistleblower and the government creates inherent tensions. One tension is evidenced by the current circuit split on the question of which standard of review courts should apply when the government moves to dismiss a qui tam action but the relator objects.

The circuits have come up with two primary standards. First, the unfettered discretion standard essentially gives the government prosecutorial discretion to dismiss a qui tam case at any stage of the litigation. Second, the rational relation standard requires that the government provide a reason for dismissal that is related to a government interest. The burden is then on the relator to demonstrate that dismissal is fraudulent, arbitrary and capricious, or illegal. The solution lies in the middle: consistent with the Constitution and federal law, the unfettered discretion standard should apply at the beginning of the action, before the complaint has been served on the defendant, and the rational relation standard should apply after service on the defendant.

No one has offered an examination of the question presented by the circuit split, much less proposed an answer. This Note provides the first discussion of both standards together and the first attempt at arguing for a solution.
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Introduction

Whistleblowers have brought to light some of the biggest stories
America has seen.1 Most recently, it was whistleblowers who brought to light
the questionable phone call between U.S. President Donald Trump and
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky that ultimately led to President
Trump’s impeachment.2 There are no clear incentives to come forward inmost cases. Whistleblowers often face retaliation and receive little to no
benefit from speaking out. However, when the wrongdoing affects the
government’s interests, the government does provide incentives to blow the
whistle. The False Claims Act (FCA) provides those incentives. Under the
FCA, the government encourages whistleblowers to file lawsuits alleging
false claims on behalf of the government by offering a percentage of any

1. See David Cohen, 10 Famous/Infamous Whistleblowers, POLITICO (Aug. 14, 2013,
11:15 PM), https://www.politico.com/gallery/2013/08/10-famous-infamous-whistleblowers-
001083?slide=0 [https://perma.cc/XQ7V-GKLL] (describing revelations of whistleblowers which
became big news stories).

2. Tara Law, A Second Whistleblower on the Ukraine–Trump Call Has Come Forward, Lawyer
for First Whistleblower Confirms, TIME (Oct. 6, 2019, 12:28 PM), https://time.com/5693833/
second-whistleblower-trump-ukraine/ [https://perma.cc/3QBH-NQNK].
proceeds recovered.\textsuperscript{3} These lawsuits are called qui tam actions.\textsuperscript{4} The government has recovered billions of dollars from qui tam actions, which “comprise a significant percentage of the False Claims Act cases that are filed.”\textsuperscript{5} In fiscal year 2019, whistleblowers—called relators in the context of qui tam suits—filed 633 lawsuits under the FCA.\textsuperscript{6} These qui tam relators play an important role in the government’s efforts to protect itself from fraud.

Despite the success of these actions, the relationship between an individual’s right and the government’s interests in a civil action to which it is not a party creates tension. This tension is what makes the topic of this Note interesting. While this Note discusses a narrow issue under a specific statute, the tension at the heart of the question is one that is prevalent in many aspects of our legal system and lives.\textsuperscript{7}

The tension in qui tam cases often depends on the form the action takes but is typically based in the question of control: who has control of the litigation and how much control or input is welcomed from the other side?\textsuperscript{8} For example, “qui tam relators might insist on co-litigating the suit with [the Department of Justice] if DOJ decide[s] to intervene.”\textsuperscript{9} This can be because the relator believes they can do a better job litigating the suit. The relator “might have a style or theory on the prosecution of the claim different from those of DOJ.”\textsuperscript{10} These disagreements on how to proceed can make litigating these cases very difficult.\textsuperscript{11}

The motivation for bringing the lawsuit is another area where tension can exist. In some cases, relators may be filing politically motivated suits or suits filed in an attempt to harass. These types of suits “would . . . subjugate
DOJ to the whims of an empowered and self-interested private citizenry. Forced to investigate numerous qui tam suits, some frivolous and motivated by politics or retribution, DOJ would be wasting time and resources pursuing someone else’s agenda, rather than setting its own.”12

The usefulness of relators prosecuting qui tam cases on behalf of the government makes it necessary to find a balance, taking into account these tensions. Many provisions in the False Claims Act attempt to do that.13 One of those provisions is § 3730(c)(2)(A). This provision states: “The Government may dismiss the action notwithstanding the objections of the person initiating the action if the person has been notified by the Government of the filing of the motion and the court has provided the person with an opportunity for a hearing on the motion.”14 This provision, like many of the others that attempt to balance the government’s interests and the relator’s rights, has been challenged in court.15

Currently, there is a circuit split regarding what standard of review a court should apply to a request from the government to dismiss a qui tam case.16 This split has primarily resulted in two standards: the Swift standard,17 providing the government with unfettered discretion to dismiss a qui tam case; and the Sequoia standard,18 requiring that the government show a rational relation between a governmental interest and the dismissal.

I argue that the standard of review applied in cases where the government moves to dismiss a qui tam case should be a hybrid approach. Swift’s unfettered discretion standard should apply to dismissal requests

12. Id. at 430 (alterations omitted).
13. See 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(3) (giving the government the ability to receive an extension to decide whether or not to intervene); id. § 3730(c)(2)(A) (giving the government the ability to seek dismissal notwithstanding the objections of the relator); id. § 3730(c)(2)(B) (giving the government the ability to settle the action notwithstanding the objections of the relator if the settlement is fair, adequate, and reasonable); id. § 3730(c)(2)(C) (giving the government the ability to limit the relator’s involvement when the government chooses to intervene); id. § 3730(c)(3) (giving the government the ability to intervene later in the case upon a showing of good cause).
14. Id. § 3730(c)(2)(A).
17. Swift, 381 F.3d at 252.
18. Sequoia Orange Co., 151 F.3d at 1145.
sought before the defendant has been served with the complaint, and Sequoia’s rational relation standard should apply to dismissal requests sought after the defendant has been served. This Note approaches this issue by first providing an overview of the qui tam framework in Part I. Next, in Part II the Note lays out the two standards of review developed by circuit courts. Part III examines the Granston Memo, a Department of Justice memo discussing the government’s approach to the FCA’s dismissal provision. And Part IV analyzes the two standards of review developed by the circuits, and concludes that the hybrid approach argued in this Note is consistent with constitutional and statutory understandings and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This hybrid standard successfully balances the tensions between individual rights and governmental authority.

I. Qui Tam Actions Under the False Claims Act

Qui tam actions are civil actions brought by a private person in the name of the federal government against any party who has attempted to defraud the government. The False Claims Act provides the framework for these lawsuits. Relators may bring qui tam actions alleging certain violations of law. The statute lays out the specific violations of law a qui tam relator can allege under the FCA. These violations include, among others: knowingly presenting fraudulent claims for payment to the government, using a false record, and making a statement material to a fraudulent claim to the government. The FCA was “originally aimed principally at stopping the massive frauds perpetrated by large contractors during the Civil War.” Today, the government uses the FCA to fight fraud and false claims against the government in numerous contexts, most significantly in the health care industry.

When a relator brings a lawsuit under the FCA, the proceedings can take one of two forms. In the first, “the action shall be conducted by the Government” if the government chooses to proceed with the action itself. In the alternative, the government declines to take over the action, “in which case the person bringing the action shall have the right to conduct the action.” This right does not include unfettered control of the litigation by

20. See id. § 3730 (listing the requirements to bring qui tam suits).
21. Id. § 3729(a)(2).
22. Id.
24. DOJ Recovery Press Release, supra note 3 (stating that of the more than $3 billion recovered in Fiscal Year 2019, $2.6 billion was related to health care industry matters).
26. Id. § 3730(b)(4)(A).
27. Id. § 3730(b)(4)(B).
the relator, however. The government often continues to supervise these actions. It also retains certain rights. Section 3730(c)(3) gives the government the right to “be served with copies of all pleadings filed in the action and [to] be supplied with copies of all deposition transcripts.” The government can stay a relator’s discovery if the government shows “that certain actions of discovery by the [relator] would interfere with the Government’s investigation of prosecution of a criminal or civil matter arising out of the same facts.” And perhaps most significantly, the court can “permit the Government to intervene at a later date upon a showing of good cause.” This intervention would give the government primary control of the prosecution.

No matter which route the qui tam action takes, the government retains the right under § 3730(c)(2)(A) to move for dismissal “notwithstanding the objections of the person initiating the action if the person has been notified by the Government of the filing of the motion and the court has provided the person with an opportunity for a hearing on the motion.” Dismissal is also referenced in § 3730(b)(1), which states that an action by a relator “may be dismissed only if the court and the Attorney General give written consent to the dismissal and their reasons for consenting.”

The FCA is silent on what standard of review courts should use when confronted with a motion for dismissal in a qui tam action. Circuit courts have interpreted the standard of review required by the FCA in two different ways.

II. The Circuit Split over Dismissals of Qui Tam Actions

The lack of statutory guidance forced the circuits to develop their own standards. Two main approaches have emerged: the unfettered discretion standard and the rational relation standard. The unfettered discretion standard was first developed in the D.C. Circuit in Swift v. United States, which held that the United States government has an “unfettered right” to dismiss a qui tam action. In contrast, the Ninth Circuit in United States ex rel. Sequoia Orange Co. v. Baird–Neece Packing Corp. held that the United States government must identify a “valid government purpose” that is rationally

30. Id. § 3730(c)(4).
31. Id. § 3730(c)(3).
32. Id. § 3730(c)(1).
33. Id. § 3730(c)(2)(A).
34. Id. § 3730(b)(1).
35. 318 F.3d 250, 252 (D.C. Cir. 2003).
related to dismissal.\textsuperscript{36} The Tenth Circuit has also adopted this standard in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{37}

The Seventh Circuit, on the other hand, adopted a standard that “lies much nearer to Swift than Sequoia.”\textsuperscript{38} The Seventh Circuit looked to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) to determine the standard.\textsuperscript{39} The hybrid approach argued for in this Note does something similar, pulling from the dual approach found in the FRCP.\textsuperscript{40} The Seventh Circuit’s decision and the hybrid approach are discussed in further detail in Part IV. It is first important to understand the primary standards in this area, the rational relation standard and the unfettered discretion standard.

\textbf{A. Rational Relation Standard}

In 1984, the Secretary of Agriculture issued marketing orders that limited the number of oranges and lemons citrus handlers could ship to market in Arizona and California.\textsuperscript{41} Under the orders, citrus handlers who shipped oranges and lemons in excess of their designated allotment were subject to criminal fines and civil penalties.\textsuperscript{42} A number of relators brought thirty-four qui tam actions—including the Ninth Circuit Sequoia case—against a number of citrus companies that “had . . . violated the [allotment] provisions of the orange and lemon marketing orders by over-shipping citrus and failing accurately to report, account and pay assessments for those overshipments.”\textsuperscript{43}

Around the same time the relators filed their qui tam complaints, the government was filing its own claims against citrus industry growers and packinghouses, including the company at the center of the Sequoia case, Sequoia Orange Company.\textsuperscript{44} “After discovering growing evidence of widespread [allocation] violations in the industry, the Secretary [of Agriculture] concluded that the [allotment] cheating reflected dissatisfaction with the citrus marketing orders, and that the orders had become divisive.”\textsuperscript{45} As a result, the government decided to suspend the entire marketing program.\textsuperscript{46} The government proposed settling all its own prosecutions and

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{36} United States \textit{ex rel.} Sequoia Orange Co. v. Baird-Neece Packing Corp. 151 F.3d 1139, 1145 (9th Cir. 1998).
\bibitem{37} Ridenour v. Kaiser-Hill Co., 397 F.3d 925, 936 (10th Cir. 2005).
\bibitem{38} United States \textit{ex rel.} Cimznheca, LLC v. UCB, Inc., 970 F.3d 835, 840 (7th Cir. 2020).
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False Claims Act cases alleging violations of the marketing orders “to end industry turmoil.” However, in 1994 the orange marketing orders were found by a district court to have been unlawfully promulgated and therefore invalid. Settlement became less likely because the basis of the majority of the qui tam cases was the invalidated regulations. The government decided that the best way to “clean the slate” was to seek dismissal of all qui tam cases using § 3730(c)(2)(A).

In Sequoia, the government cited six reasons to support its motion to dismiss the qui tam case:

1. to end the divisiveness in the citrus industry; 
2. to facilitate a new marketing order; 
3. to terminate protracted and burdensome litigation; 
4. to protect the United States’ taxpayers from continuing and escalating litigation expenses; 
5. to curtail the drain on private resources resulting from the litigation; and 
6. to allow the growers, agricultural cooperatives, handlers and others to work together in shaping new marketing tools.

The district court granted the motion to dismiss after an evidentiary hearing. The court found that the government’s wish to dismiss this qui tam action was “rationally related to a legitimate governmental purpose,” namely ending the ongoing war over the marketing program. The qui tam relators appealed to the Ninth Circuit claiming that because their lawsuit had merit, the government could not seek dismissal. The two-part standard for reviewing motions to dismiss filed by the government, developed by the district court, and affirmed by the Ninth Circuit, requires that the government first identify “a valid government purpose; and . . . a rational relation between dismissal and accomplishment of the purpose.” Second, if the government satisfies these two requirements, the burden shifts to the relator “to demonstrate that dismissal is fraudulent, arbitrary and capricious, or illegal.”

47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 1142–43.
52. Id. at 1143.
53. Id. at 1141 (citing United States ex rel. Sequoia Orange Co. v. Sunland Packing House Co., 912 F. Supp. 1325 (E.D. Cal. 1995)).
54. Id. at 1145 (quoting United States ex rel. Sequoia Orange Co. v. Sunland Packing House Co., 912 F. Supp 1325, 1341 (E.D. Cal. 1995)).
55. Id. (quoting United States ex rel. Sequoia Orange Co. v. Sunland Packing House Co., 912 F. Supp 1325, 1347 (E.D. Cal. 1995)). The Ninth Circuit calls its standard a “two-step test” with reference only to the requirements of the government before the burden is shifted—(1) identification of a valid government purpose and (2) a rational relation between dismissal and accomplishment of
The district court decision in the Sequoia case further elaborated that the rational relation standard is still one that provides significant deference to the government. The district court held that, to establish a rational relation to a valid governmental purpose, “[t]here need not be a tight fitting relationship between the two; it is enough that there are plausible, or arguable, reasons supporting the agency decision.”57 The Tenth Circuit in Ridenour v. Kaiser–Hill Co.58 cited this language when it adopted the Sequoia standard for certain FCA qui tam situations.59

The relators in Ridenour were subcontractors who performed security at a government Superfund site.60 The contractor, Kaiser–Hill, received the environmental cleanup contract for the site.61 Part of the funds provided to Kaiser–Hill by the government were earmarked for security measures.62 The relators who brought the case argued that Kaiser–Hill “either did not provide [the security measures] or provided [them] below acceptable levels,”63 thereby taking the government’s money and not using it for its approved purpose—thus defrauding the government. After an investigation, the government decided not to intervene in the case but continued to monitor the progress of the suit.64 However, eight months after the unsealing of the complaint and service on the defendant, the government filed a motion to dismiss.65 The government cited two reasons for its motion. First, the lawsuit would potentially delay the cleanup and closure of the Superfund site.66 And second, the lawsuit would compromise national security interests because it risked inadvertent disclosure of classified information.67

In discussing which standard to apply to the government’s motion to dismiss, the Tenth Circuit seemed to find significant the timing of the government’s motion—after the defendant has been served. The court construed “the hearing language of § 3730(c)(2)(A) to impart more substantive rights for a relator” when the government files the motion to dismiss after the defendant has been served.68 The Tenth Circuit applied the

58. 397 F.3d 925 (10th Cir. 2005).
59. Id. at 937.
60. Id. at 929.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Id. at 929–30.
64. Id. at 930.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 935.
Sequoia rational relation standard to these circumstances.\textsuperscript{69} The court reasoned that the Sequoia standard “recognizes the constitutional prerogative of the Government under the Take Care Clause, comports with legislative history, and protects the rights of relators to judicial review of a government motion to dismiss.”\textsuperscript{70}

B. Unfettered Discretion Standard

The D.C. Circuit, on the other hand, declined to adopt the Sequoia standard in any FCA dismissal situation.\textsuperscript{71} Instead, in Swift v. United States, the D.C. Circuit held that the government has unfettered discretion to dismiss a qui tam action, and the judiciary therefore has essentially no role to play.\textsuperscript{72}

The relator in Swift was a Department of Justice attorney.\textsuperscript{73} The relator brought the qui tam action against one employee and two former employees of the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel.\textsuperscript{74} The relator claimed that the Justice Department employees had conspired to defraud the government in violation of the False Claims Act.\textsuperscript{75} Before service on the defendants, the government, without purporting to intervene, moved to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that the damages sought ($6,169.20) did not justify the expense of litigation.\textsuperscript{76} After holding a hearing, the district court held for the government and dismissed the case.\textsuperscript{77} The relator appealed on the grounds that “the government did not justify its decision to dismiss, [and] that dismissal was improper since the government did not investigate her claims,” among other things.\textsuperscript{78}

The D.C. Circuit “hesitate[d] to adopt the Sequoia standard,” largely because it could not “see how § 3730(c)(2)(A) gives the judiciary general oversight of the Executive’s judgment [to dismiss a qui tam case].”\textsuperscript{79} The court equated the government’s filing of a motion to dismiss to a

\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 936. However, it remains an open question in the Tenth Circuit whether Sequoia’s rational relation standard or Swift’s unfettered deference standard (discussed below) provides the proper scope of judicial review in cases where the government seeks to dismiss an action before the defendant has been served and where the government did not intervene in the action. See United States ex rel. Wickliffe v. EMC Corp., 473 F. App’x 849, 852–53 (10th Cir. 2012) (holding that under either standard “the government’s motion to dismiss passes muster”).

\textsuperscript{70} Ridenour, 397 F.3d at 936.

\textsuperscript{71} Swift v. United States, 318 F.3d 250, 252 (D.C. Cir. 2003).

\textsuperscript{72} Id.

\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 250.

\textsuperscript{74} Id.

\textsuperscript{75} Id.

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 250–51.

\textsuperscript{77} Id. at 251.

\textsuperscript{78} Id.

\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 252.
governmental decision not to prosecute.\textsuperscript{80} These decisions are presumed to be unreviewable.\textsuperscript{81} In the D.C. Circuit’s view, § 3730(c)(2)(A) provides the government with what amounts to an “unfettered right to dismiss an action.”\textsuperscript{82} Under the Take Care Clause of the Constitution, the court argued, the government “generally” has “absolute discretion” on “whether to bring an action on behalf of the United States,” and the FCA contains no language purporting to take that discretion away.\textsuperscript{83} On the issue of the “opportunity for a hearing” included in § 3730, the court held that “the function of a hearing when the relator requests one is simply to give the relator a formal opportunity to convince the government not to end the case.”\textsuperscript{84} In effect, when the government files a motion to dismiss a qui tam case the case is dismissed unless the relator changes the government’s mind at a hearing in court, a hearing where the judge has no decision-making role to play.

Although in \textit{Swift} the defendants had not yet been served with the complaint,\textsuperscript{85} the D.C. Circuit later applied \textit{Swift}’s unfettered discretion interpretation of § 3730(c)(2)(A) to a case where the defendant received the complaint before the government moved to dismiss.\textsuperscript{86}

III. The Government’s Approach to Dismissals

In a January 2018 memo (Granston Memo), the Department of Justice laid out the “Factors for Evaluating Dismissal Pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3730(c)(2)(A).”\textsuperscript{87} The memo begins by noting that there has been a record increase in FCA qui tam actions.\textsuperscript{88} The government’s rate of intervention in these cases has “remained relatively static.”\textsuperscript{89} The memo recommends that “when evaluating a recommendation to decline intervention . . . attorneys should also consider whether the government’s interests are served, in addition, by seeking dismissal.”\textsuperscript{90} The government has historically been sparing in its use of § 3730(c)(2)(A).\textsuperscript{91} This is largely because the text of the FCA specifically allows relators to proceed if the government declines to intervene.\textsuperscript{92} “Moreover, a decision not to intervene in a particular case may
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\bibitem{80} Id.
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be based on factors other than merit, particularly in light of the government’s limited resources.”\(^93\) In limiting the use of § 3730(c)(2)(A), the government avoids blocking potentially worthwhile matters and ensures that “dismissal is utilized only where truly warranted.”\(^94\)

Nonetheless, the government sees § 3730(c)(2)(A) as an “important tool to advance the government’s interests, preserve limited resources, and avoid adverse precedent.”\(^95\) The Department of Justice sees itself as a gatekeeper of the False Claims Act because in qui tam cases where the government declines to intervene “the relators largely stand in the shoes of the Attorney General.”\(^96\) Which is why, in the government’s opinion, the FCA provides the government with the authority to seek dismissal under § 3730(c)(2)(A).\(^97\)

The memo goes on to address when to exercise this authority. Although the “FCA does not set forth specific grounds for dismissal under section 3730(c)(2)(A),” the Granston Memo lists factors that the government can use as “a basis for evaluating whether [the government should] seek to dismiss future matters.”\(^98\) The factors in the Memo are not an exhaustive list, but attempt to provide consistency across the Department of Justice concerning qui tam dismissals.\(^99\) They include (1) curbing meritless qui tams, (2) preventing parasitic or opportunistic qui tam actions, (3) preventing interference with agency policies and programs, (4) controlling litigation brought on behalf of the United States, (5) safeguarding classified information and national security interests, (6) preserving government resources, and (7) addressing egregious procedural errors.\(^100\)

These factors, however, are not relevant for legal purposes, the Memo argues, but simply for internal consistency.\(^101\) The Department’s position is that the “appropriate standard for dismissal under section 3730(c)(2)(A) is the ‘unfettered’ discretion standard adopted by the D.C. Circuit rather than the ‘rational basis’ standard adopted by the 9th and 10th Circuits.”\(^102\) Both standards, the government asserts, are intended to be highly deferential standards.\(^103\) In an acknowledgment of the courts’ authority, the Memo notes that dismissal requests filed at a later stage in the proceedings run the risk of being ill-received by the court given the resources expended by the court and

\(^93\). \(Id.\)
\(^94\). \(Id.\) at 2.
\(^95\). \(Id.\)
\(^96\). \(Id.\)
\(^97\). \(Id.\)
\(^98\). \(Id.\) at 2–3.
\(^99\). \(Id.\) at 2.
\(^100\). \(Id.\) at 3–7.
\(^101\). \(Id.\) at 2.
\(^102\). \(Id.\) at 7.
\(^103\). \(Id.\)
the parties.\textsuperscript{104} “The court may also be less receptive to a motion filed at a later stage when doing so undercuts a claimed desire to avoid or reduce costs associated with discovery or safeguard information in discovery.”\textsuperscript{105}

IV. The Hybrid Approach

I argue that a hybrid approach—applying both the \textit{Swift} and \textit{Sequoia} standards but at different points of the litigation—is the correct one. This approach is set out below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing of government’s motion</th>
<th>Applicable standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before complaint is served on defendant</td>
<td>\textit{Swift} standard applies: The government receives unfettered discretion in deciding to dismiss the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After complaint is served on defendant</td>
<td>\textit{Sequoia} standard applies: (1) The government must identify a valid government purpose and a rational relation between dismissal and accomplishment of the purpose. (2) If the government satisfies these requirements, the burden is put on the relator to demonstrate that dismissal is fraudulent, arbitrary and capricious, or illegal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distinction between pre-service and post-service comes from the language of the FCA itself. Section 3730 requires the relator to provide the government with a copy of the complaint.\textsuperscript{106} From delivery of the complaint, the government has sixty days to determine if it wants to intervene.\textsuperscript{107} The court can extend this time frame if the government shows good cause.\textsuperscript{108} The complaint remains under seal during this time frame and is not served on the defendant.\textsuperscript{109} These sixty days provide the government time to evaluate the lawsuit and the government’s resources to determine whether it is a case the government wants to prosecute.\textsuperscript{110} If the government decides not to proceed with the action, “the person bringing the action shall

\textsuperscript{104} Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{105} Id.
\textsuperscript{107} Id.
\textsuperscript{108} Id. § 3730(b)(3).
\textsuperscript{109} Id. § 3730(b)(2).
\textsuperscript{110} See id. § 3730(b)(4) (stating that before the sixty-day period is up the government shall proceed with the action or decline to take over the action).
have the right to conduct the action” moving forward.111 At that point, the relator begins using its own resources to move forward litigating the case.

The hybrid approach is the correct approach because it is consistent with constitutional protections and statutory understandings. The hybrid approach balances the government’s prosecutorial discretion and the factors that go into a decision of whether to prosecute or not with the relator’s constitutional protections. The unique relationship created by the FCA presents a different situation than the typical prosecution. In most prosecutions, the government is the only one on the side of the prosecution putting resources into the case. No one is standing in the shoes of the government but the government itself. Because qui tam actions allow relators to stand in the shoes of the government and subsequently expend their own resources prosecuting the case, protections are necessary. The Sequoia rational relation standard provides a check on the government in an attempt to balance the relator’s efforts.

This Part discusses these arguments below, first addressing why the Swift unfettered discretion standard is the appropriate standard at the beginning of litigation and then addressing why the Sequoia rational relation standard is the appropriate standard after the complaint has been served on the defendant.

A. Argument for Application of the Swift Standard at the Beginning of Litigation

1. Consistent with Constitution and Understandings of Prosecutorial Discretion.—It is consistent with the Take Care Clause of the Constitution to allow the government an initial time in which it has unfettered discretion to dismiss a qui tam case brought in the government’s name. The Take Care Clause of the Constitution entrusts the Executive with the duty to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.”112 This duty applies to the attorneys in the Justice Department who decide whether to bring cases against individuals who break the law.113 “The decision whether to bring an action on behalf of the United States is therefore ‘a decision generally committed to [the government’s] absolute discretion.’”114 The Swift court equated this decision in the qui tam context to prosecutorial discretion not to prosecute.115

Comparing the government’s motion to dismiss a qui tam case to prosecutorial discretion not to prosecute lends support for the unfettered discretion standard. Because the idea behind prosecutorial discretion is that

111. Id. § 3730(b)(4)(B).
112. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3.
113. See Swift v. United States, 318 F.3d 250, 253 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (citing the Take Care Clause as the basis for prosecutorial discretion).
114. Id. (quoting Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985)) (alteration in original).
115. Id. at 252 (citing Heckler, 470 U.S. at 831–33).
the decision to bring an action on behalf of the United States is a decision generally committed to the government’s absolute discretion, “the presumption is that judicial review is not available.”¹¹⁶ The basis of this discretion “is attributable in no small part to the general unsuitability for judicial review of agency decisions to refuse enforcement.”¹¹⁷

The reasons for this general unsuitability are present in the qui tam action situation as well as other prosecutorial situations. They include “a complicated balancing of a number of factors which are peculiarly within [the government agency’s] expertise.”¹¹⁸ Balancing involves assessing “whether agency resources are best spent on this violation or another, whether the agency is likely to succeed if it acts, whether the particular enforcement action requested best fits the agency’s overall polices, and, indeed, whether the agency has enough resources to undertake the action at all.”¹¹⁹ Relators bring qui tam cases on behalf of the government, so the government arguably retains the right to exercise its prosecutorial discretion, at least before the relator moves forward and spends his or her own resources litigating the case.

2. Statutory Language.—Nothing in § 3730(c)(2)(A) “purports to deprive the Executive Branch of its historical prerogative to decide which cases should go forward in the name of the United States.”¹²⁰ The statute does not circumscribe the government’s authority to determine which cases it will pursue.¹²¹ Section 3730 does not spell out limits on the government’s dismissal authority.

A comparison of two similar sections in the FCA provides insight into what standard of review Congress intended courts to apply to motions to dismiss. Sections 3730(c)(2)(A) and (B) provide the government with ability to take action “notwithstanding the objections of the person initiating the

¹¹⁶ Heckler, 470 U.S. at 831.
¹¹⁷ Id.
¹¹⁸ Id.
¹¹⁹ Id.
¹²⁰ Swift, 318 F.3d at 253.
¹²¹ Id.
“action” with regard to two litigation-ending acts: dismissing and settling the lawsuit, respectively. The language of both subsections begins essentially the same way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 3730(c)(2)(A)</th>
<th>“The Government may dismiss the action notwithstanding the objections of the person initiating the action if . . .”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 3730(c)(2)(B)</td>
<td>“The Government may settle the action with the defendant notwithstanding the objections of the person initiating the action if . . .”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the sections diverge after this beginning clause. Section 3730(c)(2)(A) goes on only to require the government to notify the relator of the filing and the court to provide the relator with an opportunity for a hearing. On the other hand, § 3730(c)(2)(B) requires the court to determine “after a hearing, that the proposed settlement is fair, adequate, and reasonable under all the circumstances.”

Because of this differential statutory treatment and lack of specific factors for the court to analyze, government-requested dismissals receive a higher level of deference than that which applies to settlements.

3. **Consistent with Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.**—The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were enacted to serve similar purposes to those the government holds out to be important in the context of qui tam litigation. The FRCP states that its purpose is “to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding.” These Rules are further relevant to the specific issue discussed in this Note because, like the hybrid standard, the Rules make a distinction based on the timing of when a plaintiff files a motion to dismiss. This distinction provides a basis and support for the distinction made in the hybrid standard.

123. Id. § 3730(c)(2)(A).
124. Id. § 3730(c)(2)(B).
126. FED. R. CIV. P. 1.
Under the FRCP, if a plaintiff files the motion to dismiss before the defendant files an answer or a motion for summary judgment, no involvement of the court is needed and the dismissal is automatic.\footnote{128} Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(1), “Dismissal of Actions–Voluntary Dismissal–By the Plaintiff,” allows a plaintiff to dismiss a civil action “without a court order by filing . . . a notice of dismissal before the opposing party serves either an answer or a motion for summary judgment.”\footnote{129} The thought that “no plaintiff should be forced to litigate against his will” is at the foundation of this rule.\footnote{130}

As the relator is bringing the suit “in the name of the Government”\footnote{131} — standing in the shoes of the government—it follows that the government should not be forced to litigate against its will. Applying the Swift unfettered discretion standard provides a similar right that FRCP 41(a)(1) provides. Although there is court involvement in that filing the motion is not automatic, the wide latitude given by the Swift standard is equivalent to FRCP 41(a)(1).

Further support for application of the FRCP in this way is provided by the Seventh Circuit. The court held that the appropriate standard when analyzing a motion to dismiss “is that provided by the [FRCP], as limited by any more specific provision of the False Claims Act and any applicable background constraints on executive conduct in general.”\footnote{132} The court reasoned that, although “[b]y itself, Rule 41(a) provides that ‘the plaintiff may dismiss an action,’ which obviously does not authorize an intervenor-plaintiff to effect involuntary dismissal of the original plaintiff’s claims . . . § 3730(c)(2)(A) provides otherwise.”\footnote{133} The FCA specifically states that “[t]he Government may dismiss the action” without the relator’s consent as long as there is notice and an opportunity to be heard.\footnote{134} This statutory deviation is the only procedural limit on application of FRCP 41 in the Seventh Circuit’s opinion.\footnote{135}

B. Argument for Application of the Sequoia Standard After the Complaint Is Served

After the complaint has been served on the defendant, if the government moves for dismissal, the Sequoia rational relation standard should apply. Again, this standard first requires the government to identify a valid government purpose and a rational relation between dismissal and
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accomplishment of the purpose. And second, if the government satisfies these requirements, the burden is put on the relator to demonstrate that dismissal is fraudulent, arbitrary and capricious, or illegal.\textsuperscript{136}

The \textit{Swift} court itself admitted that the timing of when the government files a motion to dismiss could affect the government’s authority: “The government’s discretion to dismiss an action it has already brought may not be absolute . . .”\textsuperscript{137}

1. Consistent with Statutory Language and Notions of Coequal Branches of Government.—Section \textsection \textsection 3730(c)(2)(A)’s requirement of an “opportunity for a hearing” when the government moves to dismiss indicates that there is at least some role for the courts to play in the decision to dismiss after the complaint has been served.\textsuperscript{138} The D.C. Circuit argued that the hearing referenced in the statute is simply an opportunity for the relator to convince the \textit{government} not to move forward with the dismissal.\textsuperscript{139} However, if that were the case, it would be unnecessary for “the court” to be the one providing the opportunity for a hearing.\textsuperscript{140}

If Congress intended the relator to have an opportunity to convince the government not to move forward with the dismissal, presumably Congress could have worded the statute to provide for that. The D.C. Circuit’s interpretation would make sense if Congress had enacted language like: “The relator shall have the opportunity to present to the government his or her opposition to the motion to dismiss.” But it did not. There is presumably no reason “the court” should be the one to “provide[] the [relator] with an opportunity for a hearing on the motion”\textsuperscript{141} if the court has no role to play in the decision of whether or not to dismiss.

Therefore, accepting the unfettered discretion standard as applicable throughout the entire litigation would render the hearing requirement superfluous.\textsuperscript{142} Rendering the hearing requirement superfluous violates a basic canon of statutory construction against superfluidity: “A statute should be construed so that effect is given to all its provisions, so that no part will
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be inoperative or superfluous, void or insignificant . . . ." As a district court in Pennsylvania explained while adopting the *Sequoia* standard:

Requiring a hearing assures that the decision to dismiss is not arbitrary and without a valid governmental interest . . . . The Legislative Branch has delegated to the Executive Branch the authority to pursue the [FCA] actions with the relator. Requiring some justification, no matter how insubstantial, for a decision not to pursue a false claim, acts as a check against the Executive from absolving a fraudster on a whim or for some illegitimate reason. It prevents the Executive from abusing power.

Application of the rational relation standard after the defendant has been served strikes a balance between the branches of government. It prevents the Executive from having unlimited power to dismiss a form of legal action the Legislature created. At the same time, it does not leave unchecked the power of the Judicial Branch to stop the Executive from dismissing an action. The Executive retains a significant amount of power through the application of the unfettered discretion standard at the beginning of litigation and even through the deferential rational relation standard at later points in litigation. In these ways the hybrid approach presented in this Note is consistent with the notion of independent, coequal branches of government.

2. *Consistent with Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.*—Like the application of the *Sequoia* standard post-service, the FRCP provides for judicial review of a motion to dismiss filed after litigation has begun in earnest. While Rule 41(a)(1)(A)(1) provides for no court involvement in motions to dismiss *before* the opposing party files an answer or a motion for summary judgment, Rule 41(a)(2) requires an order of the court “on terms that the court considers proper” if the plaintiff files the motion to dismiss *after* an answer or motion for summary judgment is filed by the opposing party.

The thought behind the timing distinction in Rule 41 and the hybrid approach argued for in this Note is the same. At a certain point in the litigation, there is a need for judicial involvement in the dismissal process. In applying FRCP 41(a)(2) courts look at a number of questions, the first being whether dismissal is appropriate. Although this calculus can involve numerous factors, the most relevant one is the amount of resources expended

145. See id. at 489 (arguing that the rational relation standard is consistent with the notions of independent, coequal branches of government).
by the defendant.\textsuperscript{148} For example, in a Florida district court case, a former student sued the university he previously attended for failing to accommodate his disability.\textsuperscript{149} Over a year into the litigation and less than two months before trial was set to begin, the student fired his attorney and sought to dismiss the suit.\textsuperscript{150} The court denied the student’s motion to dismiss, in part because the university had spent considerable resources in litigating the suit.\textsuperscript{151} “If the defendant will suffer some plain prejudice other than the mere prospect of a second lawsuit, it is within the Court’s discretion to grant a voluntary dismissal without prejudice under Rule 41(a)(2), but such a dismissal is not a matter of right.”\textsuperscript{152} In determining whether dismissal would prejudice the university, the court noted that “[the university] has expended considerable resources in litigating this suit up to now.”\textsuperscript{153}

Similarly, in many qui tam suits, at the time the government seeks dismissal the relators have already expended considerable resources on the case. Obviously, the unique relationship of the qui tam action between the relator and the government presents a different scenario than the typical lawsuit. In a normal lawsuit the only two parties concerned with a motion to dismiss are the plaintiff and the defendant. In qui tam suits, analysis of these questions must also consider the interests of the relator. As a result, the courts’ efforts to avoid waste of the defendants’ resources when the plaintiff seeks voluntary dismissal is applicable to relators’ resources as well.

These factors support a role for the court after the complaint has been delivered. In those situations, a hearing under § 3730(c)(2)(A) provides the court with the opportunity to evaluate whether the government has identified a valid government purpose and a rational relation between dismissal and accomplishment of the purpose and if it has, whether the relator has demonstrated that dismissal is fraudulent, arbitrary and capricious, or illegal.\textsuperscript{154} This is similar to the FRCP’s requirement that the dismissal be “proper.”
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C. Practical Consequences

Adoption of the hybrid standard would provide benefits for both the government and relators.

1. Consequences for Relators and the Public.—The hybrid standard fosters increased trust in government because applying the Sequoia standard fosters transparency.\textsuperscript{155} Research shows that public trust in government is near historic lows.\textsuperscript{156} In 2019, only 17\% of Americans said they trusted the government in Washington to do what is right “just about always” (3\%) or “most of the time” (14\%).\textsuperscript{157} In recent years, the Department of Justice has become increasingly politicized.\textsuperscript{158} There are reports of the President’s friends being treated differently in Justice Department prosecutions. For example, President Trump’s friend Roger Stone reportedly received preferential treatment by the Justice Department.\textsuperscript{159} In 2019, Stone was found guilty of “five counts of lying to Congress, one count each of witness tampering and obstruction of a proceeding,” all related to the investigation into Russian tampering in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.\textsuperscript{160} Prosecutors originally recommended Stone’s sentence be seven to nine years, but Justice Department officials pressured them to decrease their recommended sentence.\textsuperscript{161} The original prosecutors refused to do so because they believed
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the order was the result of political pressure from the President and resigned from the Justice Department in protest.\footnote{162 See Kravis, supra note 161 (discussing the Justice Department’s abandonment of its “responsibility to do justice”).}

This kind of abuse of power by the government is important in the context of qui tam cases because the qui tam mechanism is one of the primary means to root out corruption and fraud in America.\footnote{163 See DOJ Recovery Press Release, supra note 3 (discussing the billions of dollars recovered from qui tam actions, which “comprise a significant percentage of the False Claims Act cases filed”).} That is why application of the \textit{Sequoia} standard, at least at some point in the proceeding, is significant. Requiring the government to be transparent about the reason it seeks dismissal “acts as a check against the Executive from absolving a fraudster on a whim or for some illegitimate reason. It prevents the Executive from abusing power.”\footnote{164 United States \textit{ex rel.} Harris v. EMD Serono, Inc., 370 F. Supp. 3d 483, 488–89 (E.D. Pa. 2019).}

Providing the court with the ability to inquire into the government’s motivations fosters faith in the judicial process. It reassures relators that there is a mechanism to prevent their time, energy, and money from being wasted because of the government’s unlawful whims. Without this assurance, fear that the government will dismiss a relator’s case solely for political reasons after time, energy, and money have been spent will discourage relators from bringing qui tam cases in the first place.

Further, the government articulating its reasoning may provide some solace to the relator. Even if the relator has spent significant resources on the litigation, the relator may respect the government more after being given an explanation. Knowledge that the government acts honorably fosters good relationships between relators and the Justice Department. Many relators are repeat players. If these relators believe the government is a trustworthy partner, they will be more likely to bring future cases of fraud to light.

2. Consequences for Government.—Of course, adoption of the \textit{Sequoia} rational relation standard as the sole standard would accomplish all of the above. Application of the \textit{Swift} unfettered discretion standard, however—giving the government an opportunity to decide which cases to move forward without interference from the relator—is important for a number of reasons. First, the cases relators pursue reflect on the government. This can occur whether the government chooses to play an active role in the litigation or not. Allowing a relator to bring a case on the government’s behalf can be seen as an illustration of the government’s priorities. The initial unfettered discretion given to the government under the hybrid standard allows the government to be in control of setting its own priorities. This is important not just because
of the public-facing nature of priority setting, but also because resources are often limited.

Although the Justice Department’s budget is often large,\textsuperscript{165} there are undoubtedly resource-allocation decisions that have to be made. Qui tam cases draw Justice Department resources, even when the government chooses not to take an active role.\textsuperscript{166} Because of the nature of the qui tam relator standing in the government’s shoes, the government must spend resources monitoring the litigation and sometimes must produce discovery.\textsuperscript{167} The ability to decide which cases go forward in its name gives the government the ability to conform to those budgetary constraints.

Lastly, an opportunity for unfettered discretion allows the government to avoid cases that may result in “adverse decisions that affect the government’s ability to enforce the FCA.”\textsuperscript{168} “The precedent made by qui tam cases is law that will apply to the government in its own FCA prosecutions. There may be cases in which the government sees the potential for a case to create bad law, but the relator is only concerned about their one prosecution. With unfettered discretion initially, the government has the ability to protect the bigger picture.”

Conclusion

As President Obama once wrote: “Often the best source of information about waste, fraud, and abuse in government is an existing government employee committed to public integrity and willing to speak out. Such acts of courage and patriotism, which can sometimes save lives and often save taxpayer dollars, should be encouraged rather than stifled.”\textsuperscript{169} Our justice system should encourage qui tam actions because they are a useful component of the system. But there is a balance that must be struck between protecting individuals’ rights and maintaining the government’s authority.

The unique relationship created by the False Claims Act creates unique legal
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questions. On the question of which standard the courts should use when the government seeks dismissal of a qui tam case, utilizing both the *Swift* unfettered discretion standard—before complaint service on the defendant—and the *Sequoia* rational relation standard—after complaint service on the defendant—balances the concerns presented. The hybrid approach relieves some of the tensions present in the qui tam relationship and ensures fairness for both the individual relators and the government.